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On July 20, a private TV channel in its programme showed a suicide bomber confessing
working for the Indian RAW to create unrest in Pakistan. The bomber was arrested from
Dera Bugti after he got injured as a result of explosion in a house. He disclosed that
“Brahamdag Bugti is the actual ring leader of the terrorists; Indian officials meet Brahamdag
regularly; the terrorists are being trained in the Afghan training camps; Karazai had been
provided protection and stay in Balochistan during his years of exile, and now in return he is
providing Brahamdag Bugti the status of state guest in Afghanistan; innocent people are
being forcibly transported to Kabul; a large sum is being provided to the commanders who
launch terrorists and suicide bombers; and the innocent youth have been brainwashed for
suicide bombing in Pakistan, particularly against the security forces. Indian RAW is
operating in Balochistan and FATA in collaboration with newly established Afghan
intelligence agency RAAM (earlier name KHAD). For this purpose Afghanistan has made
two detachments in Riasat 25 and 33. Both the establishments are being fed by RAW for
spreading violence and creating internal security threat inside Pakistan. The Afghan
government has provided shelter to Brahamdag Bugti. Indian RAW and Afghan RAAM
have developed their deep relationship with each other. RAW has recently restructured
KHAD giving it a name of Hindu god RAAM. It is imparting training to RAAM for
breeding terrorists. Ahmad Wali Karzai, the brother of Hamid Karzai, has been accused of
drug trafficking and RAW is covertly supporting him. Ever since the US NATO presence in
Afghanistan, the drugs trade has soared all time high. The annual UN drugs report says the
US-driven anti-narcotics policies had failed to make any significant dent in the trade, forcing
a rethink. The reasons behind were that some of the Taliban elements, CIA, RAW and
RAAM were generating money by exporting drugs. The funds generated by Indian and
Afghan intelligence agencies are being used for storming terrorism in Pakistan. Reliable
resources said Baitullah Mehsud was being funded by RAW for carrying out sabotage
activities in Pakistan. The chiefs of Indian and Afghan intelligence agencies - V M Sharma
and Amarullah Saleh - held a number of meetings in Kabul and New Delhi in order to
implement their nefarious agendas. Few meetings had also been attended by top bosses of
Mossad and CIA too. In a recent meeting they showed satisfaction over their covert
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operations in the region and decided to expand their loop-up up to China and Russia.
Targeting Pakistan, China and Russia is obvious since these nuclear powers can challenge
and create hurdle in the trail of their master’s great game. Some weeks ago Barahamdag
reportedly met Amarullah Saleh and asked for additional money to undertake sabotage
activities in Pakistan. He was promised a handsome amount and Commander Raziq
Achakzai of Spin Boldak was made instrumental. Funds and explosives have been supplied
by a man namely Abdul Sattar. A number of Afghan officials are facilitating Indian agents in
crossing the border. Earlier this year, two border police personnel and one political figure
were arrested while crossing the border without documents. Spin Boldak is said to be the
main hub of anti-Pakistan activities and the town is being used as a launching pad. RAW-
RAAM used to providing weapons via Bajaur, Dir, Pewchar (ex-headquarters for Fazlullah).
Premier Gillani handed over these proofs to his Indian counterpart in Sharm el-Sheikh and
provided pictures of Brahamdag and other terrorists showing them meeting with Indian
agents in Afghanistan as well as in India. This was the proof of India’s involvement in
recruiting, training, financing and arming terrorists being infiltrated into Pakistan. The links
have been established through investigations that have proved the involvement of Indians in
the attacks like that of on the Sri Lankan cricket team in Lahore, attack on Manawan police
centre, etc, which jolted even the Indian lobby in Washington. Pakistan should also ask
Afghanistan to stop interfering in our internal affairs. Kabul should be pursued to hand over
criminals like Brahamdag back to Pakistan. The world community needs to be mobilized for
putting pressure on Karzai to immediately close down the Indian consulates and training
camps in Afghanistan. Secondly there is a need for the federal government to look into the
Balochistan matters not the RAW way but also see the other side of the picture. The people’s
dismay and dissatisfaction over the successive governments’ performance in Quetta as well
as in Islamabad is because of the bigwigs’ ignorance about the ground realities. Unless they
solve the issues like social disparity, educational, health, economic, literacy, employment,
equal distribution of resources, equitable treatment to the people of this province,
discriminatory attitude on the part of Centre, royalty and NFC Awards etc the problems
cannot be solved. Indian involvement comes through our own inefficiency and insincerity.


